ASSESSMENT TOOLS & GOALS

HAYDEN HARRIS, PH.D.
Manager of Research & Evaluation
Division of Student Affairs
Pronouns: They/Them/Their
Qualtrics Survey Tool:
https://sitelicense.ucr.edu/qualtrics.html

http://ucriverside.qualtrics.com

- Login with your UCR NetID
- Can create surveys, collaborate (share) with anyone who has a NetID (including students)
- Can learn A LOT about building surveys on Qualtrics’ support website:
  - https://www.qualtrics.com/support/
To analyze your assessment data, use this (or Excel)

SPSS Premium 24
Statistical Data Analysis Tool:
https://sitelicence.ucr.edu/spss.html

Faculty & Staff
Please email softwarelic@ucr.edu with the following information for an SPSS license:
Name:
Email (of person who will be installing if different than requestor):
Software requesting (SPSS 24 Premium):
Number of licenses (if multiple, please note if it is for a lab):
Operating System (and whether 32 or 64bit):
Software package (new) or license only (renewal):
ASSESSMENT GOALS FOR 2020
1. Assessment Software Workgroup in process of reviewing assessment products to identify best student affairs assessment software suite for UCR
2. Assessment committee with Assessment Liaisons to form Jan 2020
3. Workshops on assessment methods open to all student affairs staff
   - Topics will include data entry, data analysis in Excel and SPSS, survey design in Qualtrics, and more!
4. Directors assess 1-2 programs & write an assessment report
   - Hayden will teach you how every step of the way
   - You will have time to do this during meetings
   - You will write parts section at a time and then will be able to put together at the end
5. Hayden is available for consultations via phone/meeting/e-mail 😊
HOW ASSESSMENT/SURVEY DATA HAVE BEEN USED:

- To compare our students’ success to student success across the nation
- To know if students enjoy a department’s programs and are learning
- To reclassify an employee’s position
- To understand students’ behavior and help them make healthy choices
- To justify the resources a department uses or the money they ask for
- To show our peer institutions why our programs are “better” than theirs
- These are some of the reasons that you can use assessment! Use assessment to show leadership why your programs matter and use assessment to focus on student progress and improving program development.
  - Students $\rightarrow$ Programs $\leftrightarrow$ Assessment $\rightarrow$ Leadership/Outside world
  - Assessment influences leadership/outside world and programs and ultimately, students
Thank You! Questions?

E-mail: Hayden.Harris@ucr.edu
Phone: 951-827-5968
Office: Hinderaker 2122